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Joe did not look too good.

No matter how arrogant and full of himself he had been before, he no longer dared to act the same after

witnessing the scene in front of him. It was not somewhere a warrior like him would be able to show off.

Warriors like him should have stayed in level four or level five cities. Level two cities were way much

above their level.

Omas shook his head, deciding not to think about it anymore. He looked at Nori instead. Only someone as

strong as Nori would be able to show off and win himself some glory at a place like this.

However, the three of them had just been spectating the whole time after they entered. They had yet to

find out about the rules of the place.

“Paul, why don’t we go ask around about the rules here? I heard someone talking about bets earlier, so I

think there’s some gambling involved. I just don’t know how,” Omas said.

Nori turned to look at a pillar at the center of the hall, “The rules should all be there. Just look at all the

words on it. It should explain everything.”

When they first entered, Nori had been more interested in observing his surroundings.

He noticed that there was a pillar in the middle that was full of words. Upon closer inspection, it was the

rules of the Capture Hall.

The three of them walked over to take a look. In truth, the rules of Capture Hall were not that complicated.

There was a scroll on the top of the stands that had all the rewards clearly written on it. There were three

kinds of rewards. To obtain the prize, they would need to get Life Points.

Life Points were tallied up at the end of every battle. It would be based on the overall contributions of all

the participants. Every battle had ten Life Points given out. There were a total of ten participants. Only

killing the beast would yield Life Points.

The three treasures needed differing amounts of Life Points.

The first level needed three Life Points. The second level needed five. The first level needed a whole

seven Life Points. The higher the level, the better the rewards. Just from this battle, the reward for the

third level was a Rainbow Snake Gallbladder.

No matter what world that was in, the price would be no lower than sixty three million spirit crystals. It

would be even more expensive in the Whirling World, probably even exceeding seventy-five million.

Nori had accumulated quite a lot of wealth, but that gallbladder was still very tempting. After all, he needed

a lot of spirit crystals.

The ninth-grade spirit crystals were worth a hundred million each, so the gall bladder was very close to

that amount. Sure enough, the further he got, the better the rewards.

The treasures offered in the third level were all worth astronomical amounts. The ones at the second level

were even more so.

The reward for this round was a Lava Fruit. The price of the Lave Fruit would be at least eighty-four million

in the outside world. In the Whirling World, it would be an additional ten million, putting it close to a

hundred million.
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